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Dear Delegates,
Welcome to the European Union! My name is Jamin Feng and this year, I will be serving as
your Director. Staffing with me will be Tamerlan Nuhiyev, your Chair, and Cathy Hu, your
Assistant Director. On behalf of the dais team, I very much look forward to hearing engaging
debate on the two topics and examining the resolutions you all will craft.
This is my third year of involvement in Model United Nations, and it has been one of the most
worthwhile extracurriculars I have pursued. Delegates are able to represent a real country and
argue for its views and policies, while also educating themselves on pertinent global affairs. To
me, Model United Nations is a way of sparking curiosity about the issues of the world in even
the most unengaged of people. It has allowed me to come out of my shell, and I highly
encourage all of you to step out of your comfort zones as well.
This year, the EU will be discussing two topics: Disinformation and Cybersecurity and
European Elections. Both of these topics question the fundamental framework of the European
Union, and their resolution is vital to its long-term stability. In order to come up with lasting
and effective solutions, delegates must be well-informed on both the topics and their respective
countries’ stances, as well as able to effectively vocalize their opinions. I encourage everyone
to prepare and contribute as much as possible, before and during the conference; doing so will
only enrich the collective experience, allowing for creative and unconventional, yet effective
solutions to these problems.
I, alongside Tamerlan and Cathy, would like to once again welcome you to the European
Union. We all look forward to an unforgettable weekend of intense debate and cherished
memories. Remember: diplomacy is not a spectator sport.
Sincerely,
Jamin Feng
EU Director

Position Paper Policy
What is a Position Paper?
A position paper is a brief overview of a country’s stance on the topics being discussed by a particular committee.
Though there is no specific format the position paper must follow, it should include a description of your
positions your country holds on the issues on the agenda, relevant actions that your country has taken, and
potential solutions that your country would support.
At Vancouver Model United Nations, delegates should write a position paper for each of the committee’s topics.
Each position paper should not exceed one page, and should all be combined into a single document per delegate.
For the European Union, position papers are not mandatory but highly recommended, and required for a
delegate to be considered for an award.

Formatting
Position papers should:
— Include the name of the delegate, his/her country, and the committee
— Be in a standard font (e.g. Times New Roman) with a 12-point font size and 1-inch document
margins
— Not include illustrations, diagrams, decorations, national symbols, watermarks, or page borders
— Include citations and a bibliography, in any format, giving due credit to the sources used in
research (not included in the 1-page limit)

Due Dates and Submission Procedure
Position papers for this committee must be submitted by midnight on January 13, 2019.
Once your position paper is complete, please save the file as your last name, your first name and send it as an
attachment in an email, to your committee’s email address, with the subject heading as your last name, your first
name — Position Paper. Please do not add any other attachments to the email or write anything else in the body.
Both your position papers should be combined into a single PDF or Word document file; position papers
submitted in another format will not be accepted.
Each position paper will be manually reviewed and considered for the Best Position Paper award.
The email address for this committee is eu@vmun.com.
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Disinformation and Cybersecurity
Overview
In his September 2017 State of the Union speech, European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker said
“cyber-attacks can be more dangerous to the stability of democracies and economies than guns and tanks.” Later
that same month, Europe’s heads of state and government attended a summit in Tallinn, Estonia where they
affirmed their “determination to complete the digital single market to replace the currently existing patchwork
of rules in all 28 member states.”1 The dawn of the information age two decades ago has provided people all over
the world with countless benefits; facilitating instantaneous financial transactions, making volumes of knowledge
accessible at the mere click of a button, and enabling transcontinental live face-to-face communication.
The European Union, understanding the wide array of benefits that the Internet brings, instituted the Digital
Single Market strategy on May 6, 2015.2 The Digital Single Market strategy aims to reduce the online regulatory
barriers between EU member nations, transforming 28 disparate national markets into one unified system with
harmonized regulations.3 This plan, according to the European Commission, “could contribute EUR 415 billion
per year to our economy and create hundreds of thousands of new jobs.” The Digital Single Market has great
potential to boost the economic development of the EU, but recent ransomware attacks—such as WannaCry—
and cyberattacks—like the suspected Russian hacking of the German government’s internal communications
network—have exposed weaknesses in European cybersecurity mechanisms. 4 The increasing role that the
Internet plays in European infrastructure and in daily life has vastly improved the standard of living but also
opened up new channels for attacks.
Perhaps the most troubling security risk is the potential for foreign interference in elections and democracy. The
European Commission has warned that possible Russian online disinformation campaigns could influence the
2019 European elections. 5 The 2013 EU Cybersecurity Strategy is the current framework that the European
Union uses when designing cybersecurity policy; its guiding principles are the concept of resilience and a focus
on proactive defence.6 However, while the approach has found success, it still fails to address key flaws in EU
cybersecurity policy.

1
"The EU's Revised Cybersecurity Strategy. Half-Hearted Progress on ...." https://www.swpberlin.org/fileadmin/contents/products/comments/2017C47_bdk_etal.pdf.
2
"What is the digital single market about? - European Commission." http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographs/ict/bloc4.html.
3
"Digital single market - European Commission - Europa EU." https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/digital-singlemarket_en.
4
"Cyber-attack on German government IT network 'ongoing' - BBC News." https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-43248201.
5
"EU Commission warns of ′fake news,′ meddling in 2019 European ...." https://www.dw.com/en/eu-commission-warns-of-fakenews-meddling-in-2019-european-elections/a-44903487.
6
"The EU's Revised Cybersecurity Strategy. Half-Hearted Progress on ...." https://www.swpberlin.org/fileadmin/contents/products/comments/2017C47_bdk_etal.pdf.
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Timeline
August 1968 — The first workable prototype of the Internet, ARPANET, is developed by the U.S. Department
of Defence to allow multiple computers to communicate on a single network.7
November 2, 1988 — An experimental code to explore the capabilities of computer networks developed by
Cornell University student Robert Morris becomes the first-ever computer worm when a critical error morphs
the code into a virus.8
1990 — British computer scientist Tim Berners-Lee invents the World Wide Web upon creating a system to
connect different computers around the globe.9
March 13, 2004 — The European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) is established
to act as a centre of cybersecurity expertise for EU policymakers.
June 1, 2004 — The first international treaty to address Internet and computer crimes, the Budapest Convention
on Cybercrime, takes effect. The treaty had been signed by all EU members.
April 27, 2007 — After Estonia announces the relocation of the Bronze Soldier of Tallinn, a Soviet-era statue
erected to mark an important gravesite, its parliament, banks, ministries, newspapers, and broadcasters are
subjected to cyberattacks by Russian actors.
September 12, 2013 — The 2013 EU Cybersecurity Strategy is adopted to better prevent and respond to cyberdisruptions and attacks.
2015 — The European Agenda on Security supplements existing EU initiatives on cybersecurity, its purpose to
strengthen the tools provided to national law enforcement authorities to fight terrorism and cross-border crime.
July 5, 2016 — The European Commission releases a paper titled the “Communication on Strengthening
Europe’s Cyber Resilience System and Fostering a Competitive and Innovative Cybersecurity Industry.” The
report introduces an EU cybersecurity cooperation program with private companies.
July 6, 2016 — The Network and Information Security Directive (NISD) is adopted by the European Parliament.
It provides legal measures to bolster cybersecurity in the EU.
January 6, 2017 — The United States Director of National Intelligence reports that the Russian military
intelligence service had hacked the servers of the Democratic National Committee and the personal email
account of Clinton campaign chairman John Podesta, forwarding its contents to WikiLeaks.
May 2017 — WannaCry ransomware spreads worldwide, demanding ransom payments to an anonymous bank
to restore control of devices. The attack affected more than 300,000 computers and knocked hundreds of
businesses offline, including the UK’s National Health Service.10

"Who invented the internet? - HISTORY." https://www.history.com/news/who-invented-the-internet.
"Top 10 most notorious cyber attacks in history - Slideshow - ARN." https://www.arnnet.com.au/slideshow/341113/top-10-mostnotorious-cyber-attacks-history/.
9
Ibid.
10
"WannaCry, Petya 1 year later: The good, the bad ... - Healthcare IT News." https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/wannacrypetya-1-year-later-good-bad-and-ugly.
7
8
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September 2017 — The European Union updates the original 2013 EU Cybersecurity Strategy to increase the
protection of Europe’s cyberinfrastructure.

Historical Analysis
Early Internet
When considering the enormous impact of the Internet and the cyberspace on the global economy and society,
it is truly astounding to recall its relatively brief history. The concept of the Internet was born in 1962 when J.C.R
Licklider of the University of Massachusetts developed the concept of the “Galactic Network.” Rudimentary
computers were first created during the Second World War and grew increasingly more complex, capable of
performing sophisticated tasks. In Licklider’s “Galactic Network” concept, he discussed the possibility of
connecting computers from around the globe so that everyone could quickly access data and programs from
anywhere in the world. 11 Licklider would eventually become the head of the U.S. Department of Defense’s
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). During his short tenure, he was able to convince computer
scientists Ivan Sutherland and Bob Taylor that the idea of the “Galactic Network” was worth pursuing.
Sutherland and Taylor would go on to secure funding for ARPANET from the U.S. Department of Defense. The
network developed by ARPANET eventually connected the computers of the U.S. Department of Defense and
academic institutions researching computer science. The system was made available to the public in 1981 to be
used by other institutions to develop their own computer networks; their proliferation would continue into the
1980s.12
On November 2, 1988 the first-ever virus, the Morris worm, was programmed. The Morris worm was created by
Robert Morris, who had developed an experimental code to determine the size of the Internet. To Morris’s
surprise, an error in the code caused damaged to host computers, making it the first destructive computer
program. The “worm” used weaknesses in the UNIX system Noun 1 and replicated itself regularly, slowing down
computers to the point of unusability.13 The damages wrought by the Morris Worm would prove to be the first
of many cyberattacks to come in the following decades.
Despite millions of computers connecting to the Internet, there still existed problems with fully achieving the
idea of the “Galactic Network.” Although computers could communicate, people still had to log on to a specific
computer in order to access local information. This problem was solved by Tim Berners-Lee, a British computer
scientist in 1990.14 Berners-Lee developed three technologies that created the foundation of the modern web.
These technologies were Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), innovations that allow people to access websites and different information
on web browsers, the aspect of the Internet with which most are familiar.

European Cybersecurity
Cybersecurity is unique among the areas of European defence policy; natural given that there is less than a
generation of expertise regarding it. Considering that the Internet was created only three decades ago, the history
of European cybersecurity is quite short. The beginning of EU cybersecurity policy came with the creation of the
"Brief History of the Internet | Internet Society." https://www.internetsociety.org/internet/history-internet/brief-historyinternet/.
12
Ibid.
13
"The history of cyber attacks - a timeline - NATO." https://www.nato.int/docu/review/2013/cyber/timeline/en/index.htm.
14
"History of the Web – World Wide Web Foundation." https://webfoundation.org/about/vision/history-of-the-web/.
11
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European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) on March 13, 2004 through European
Parliament Regulation 460/2004. Acknowledging the increasing role that the Internet played in daily life, the
European Parliament created ENISA to act as centre for expertise on cybernetics in the EU.15 The agency would
give advice and recommendations to member states on cybersecurity policies and work to “develop a culture of
network and information security.”
The work of ENISA would continue without complications until Estonia was faced with the most devastating
cyberattack in its history. In 2007, the Estonian government announced that it would be moving a Soviet-era
statue “Bronze Soldier” from the centre of the capital, Tallinn, to a military cemetery on the outskirts of the city.
This statue was a memorial to the Soviet soldiers who were killed in the Second World War. The removal of the
statue sparked outrage among Russian news channels and the Estonia’s Russian minority. On April 27, 2007,
Estonian banks, media outlets, and online government portals were hit by a series of cyberattacks. This digital
onslaught saw “cash machines and online banking services...sporadically out of action, government employees
unable to communicate with each other via email, and newspapers and broadcasters unable to deliver the news.”
Once the attacks had eventually ceased, an investigation traced their source to a Russian IP address. Shocking
the continent by revealing the vulnerabilities in both Estonian and European cyberinfrastructure, the cyberattack
pushed Europe to pursue a stronger cybersecurity policy and Estonia to become the world’s foremost digital
nation.16
During the 2000s, the rest of Europe would also be struck by a series of ransomware attacks from malware such
as Gpcode, TROJ.RANSOM.A, Archiveus, Krotten, Cryzip, and MayArchive. 17 Ransomware is a type of
malicious software that threatens to publish a victim’s data or perpetually block access to it unless a ransom is
paid. These ransomware attacks showcased the inability of most Europeans to identify harmful software and
protect themselves against it. The European Union responded to these incidents by drafting and ratifying the
2013 EU Cybersecurity Strategy. This strategy set out the EU’s vision, goals, and initiatives in the field of
cybersecurity, establishing five strategic goals: “to achieve cyber resilience, to drastically reduce cybercrime, to
develop cyber defence policy and capabilities related to the Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP), to
develop the industrial and technological resources for cybersecurity and to establish a coherent international
cyberspace policy for the European Union and promote core EU values.” 18 “Cyber resilience” has been the
guiding principle of EU cybersecurity policy since.
The strategy introduced many badly-needed initiatives to strengthen cybersecurity, but failed to fully unify
policies among EU member states. Despite the disregard for geographic borders in cybercrime, member states
still maintained the idea that cybersecurity was primarily a national security concern. This was displayed during
the Latvian presidency of the Council of the European Union in April 2015, when a disagreement between EU
member states obstructed talks of pan-European cybersecurity rules.19 Nevertheless, the Directive on Security of
Network and Information Systems (NIS Directive) was adopted by the European Parliament in 2016.

"EUR-Lex - 32004R0460 - EN." https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32004R0460:EN:HTML.
"How a cyber attack transformed Estonia - BBC News - BBC.com." https://www.bbc.com/news/39655415.
17
"A History of Ransomware Attacks: The Biggest and Worst ...." https://digitalguardian.com/blog/history-ransomware-attacksbiggest-and-worst-ransomware-attacks-all-time.
18
"EU Cybersecurity plan to protect open internet and online freedom ...." https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/eucybersecurity-plan-protect-open-internet-and-online-freedom-and-opportunity-cyber-security.
19
"Time to Catch Up: The EU's Cyber Security Strategy | European Public ...." http://www.europeanpublicaffairs.eu/time-to-catchup-the-eus-cyber-security-strategy/.
15
16
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The NIS Directive aims to strengthen resilience towards digital threats and improve cybersecurity cooperation
and information-sharing. The resolution required European companies in critical sectors such as energy,
transport, banking, health, and “key Internet services” to adopt risk management practices and report major
incidents to national authorities. European leaders saw this as an effective measure to ensure that something
comparable to the 2007 Estonian cyberattacks would not happen again.20 However, the policy proved ineffective;
the following year, the European continent was hit by more devastating ransomware attacks, including
WannaCry, Petya, and Bad Rabbit. Bad Rabbit compromised systems of numerous corporations and businesses
while WannaCry disabled over 200,000 computers around the world. 21 The European Union responded by
creating a cybersecurity emergency response fund intended to aid countries and citizens recovering from
ransomware attacks.22
These ransomware attacks were compounded by the alleged attempted Russian interference in German and
French elections through disinformation campaigns and hackings.23 The Macron presidential campaign accused
a group likely connected to Russia of hacking into their email servers during the 2017 French presidential
election. 24 Before the first round of the presidential elections, tens of thousands of emails from Emmanuel
Macron’s campaign team were leaked. 25 In Germany, German-language Russian news outlets such as RT
Deutsch, Sputnik Deutsch and NewsFront Deutsch spread so-called “fake news” stories, often about violent
immigrants and refugees, a practice corroborated by German intelligence services. These disinformation
campaigns have created divisions in German society and encouraged hostility towards Chancellor Angela Merkel,
who is noted for her strong stance against Russian aggression. Perhaps the most infamous example of
disinformation in Germany was that of “Our Lisa,” in which Russian news outlets spread the story of the
supposed abduction and rape of an underage Russian-German girl in January 2016 by three men variously
identified as “Muslim” or “Arab.” Playing off ethnic and religious divides, this false story caused demonstrations
in cities across Germany.26
These events would push EU countries to update the 2013 EU Cybersecurity strategy in 2017. The update
included a permanent mandate for ENISA to provide support to member states, EU institutions, and businesses
in key areas, including the implementation of the NIS Directive. It also established a plan for emergency
responses to cyberattacks.27 However, the 2017 update failed to address issues such as the ambiguity around the
definition of “resilience,” the fragmentation of different organizations and bodies tasked with dealing with
cybersecurity, and the need for a common cyber-criminal law throughout the European Union.28

"Europe agrees cyber threat strategy, plans to help fund more startups ...." https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/06/europe-agreescyber-threat-strategy-plans-to-help-fund-more-startups/.
21
"Lessons for EU to protect against next cyber attack - EUobserver." https://euobserver.com/opinion/139708.
22
"EU plans more robust security to shore up cyber defenses | Reuters." https://www.reuters.com/article/us-europecybercrime/eu-plans-more-robust-security-to-shore-up-cyber-defenses-idUSKCN1BO263.
23
"Russia: meddling while Europe votes | Financial Times." https://www.ft.com/content/4fb3ae34-0b98-11e8-839d-41ca06376bf2.
24
"Everything we know so far about Russian election meddling in Europe."
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/01/10/everything-we-know-so-far-about-russian-electionmeddling-in-europe/.
25
"How France successfully countered Russian interference during the ...." https://www.euractiv.com/section/elections/news/howfrance-successfully-countered-russian-interference-during-the-presidential-election/.
26
"The impact of Russian interference on Germany's 2017 elections." https://www.brookings.edu/testimonies/the-impact-ofrussian-interference-on-germanys-2017-elections/.
27
"Cybersecurity | Digital Single Market - European Commission." https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/cyber-security.
28
"The EU's Revised Cybersecurity Strategy. Half-Hearted Progress on ...." https://www.swpberlin.org/fileadmin/contents/products/comments/2017C47_bdk_etal.pdf.
20
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Past UN/International Involvement
Besides the European Union, the main international organizations involved in setting cybersecurity policies and
initiatives are the United Nations, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and the Council of Europe.

United Nations
The United Nations has multiple initiatives and agencies working to improve cybersecurity around the world.
For example, on January 22, 2001, the General Assembly passed Resolution 55/63 (A/RES/55/63), which stated
that “information should be exchanged between States regarding the problems that they face in combating the
criminal misuse of information technology,” effectively calling for increased collaboration and data-sharing. On
March 17, 2010, Resolution 64/211 (A/RES/64/211) urged Member States to conduct thorough evaluations of
their Internet infrastructure and patch possible vulnerabilities.
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) concerns itself extensively with cybersecurity, and is a main
driver in many cybersecurity operations. One of the initiatives implemented by the ITU was the Global
Cybersecurity Index (GCI), which measures the commitment of various countries to cybersecurity. The GCI
surveys each country’s level of development in five categories: Legal Measures, Technical Measures,
Organizational Measures, Capacity Building, and Cooperation. The GCI then provides recommendations to
these countries based on its findings. 29 Another successful ITU initiative was the establishment of national
Computer Incident Response Teams (CIRT), which serve as a national focus group for coordinating
cybersecurity responses. Many developing nations lack the infrastructure to defend from or respond to
cyberattacks, so the ITU has worked to expand their cybersecurity capacities through establishing CIRTs. The
ITU has successfully established CIRTs in 14 countries: Barbados, Burkina Faso, Côte d'Ivoire, Cyprus, Ghana,
Jamaica, Kenya, Lebanon, Macedonia, Montenegro, Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, and Zambia.30
The ITU also works to improve cybersecurity readiness, protection, and incident-response capabilities by
conducting cyber drills on the regional and national levels, which offer hands-on exercise for CIRTs and local
engineers.31
Aside from the ITU, the United Nations Office for Drugs and Crime (UNODC) is another UN organ responsible
for cybersecurity. One successful UNODC cyber initiative is the Cybercrime Repository, which functions as a
database of the cybercrime laws of each Member State. It was established to facilitate greater international
coordination in combatting cybercrime and strengthening cybersecurity.32

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization also plays a large role in cybersecurity management, particularly in
Europe. As a military alliance, NATO’s cybersecurity initiatives mainly seek to defend its members against
cyberattacks orchestrated by malicious foreign actors. NATO has spearheaded Cyber Rapid Reactions teams, the
Cyber Coalition Exercise, and the NATO Industry Cyber Partnership. The NATO Cyber Rapid Reaction teams
are composed of cyber defence experts responsible for assisting member countries in the event of a significant
cyberattack. These teams, once requested and approved by a nation, are on standby 24 hours a day.33 The Cyber
Coalition exercise is NATO’s most important cyber defence exercise, involving 700 participants in 25 allied
"Global Cybersecurity Index - ITU." https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Pages/GCI.aspx.
"CIRT Programme - ITU." https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Pages/Organizational-Structures.aspx.
31
"ITU Cyberdrills." https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Pages/itu-cyberdrills.aspx.
32
"Cybercrime Repository - United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime." https://www.unodc.org/cld/v3/cybrepo/.
33
"NATO - News: NATO Rapid Reaction Team to fight cyber attack," https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/news_85161.htm.
29
30
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nations in its most recent 2017 iteration. The exercise is meant to test and train cyber defenders to protect NATO
member from cyberattacks. As described in an article released by NATO, “from defence against malware,
through tackling hybrid challenges involving social media, to attacks on mobile devices, the exercise has a
challenging, realistic scenario that helps prepare our cyber defenders for real-life cyber challenges.”34
The NATO Industry Cyber Partnership is a means for cooperation between national public and private sectors
in strengthening cybersecurity and fighting cybercrime. Its goals are to “contribute to the Alliance’s efforts in
cyber defence education, training and exercises; improve sharing of best practices and expertise on preparedness
and recovery (to include technology trends); help NATO and Allies to learn from industry; facilitate access by
Allies to a network of trusted industry/enterprises; and leverage private sector developments for capability
development.”35 This program has found some success in improving the cybersecurity capabilities of member
countries, but it has proven less effective in nations with underdeveloped technology sectors.

Council of Europe
Lastly, the Council of Europe, a wider regional organization not to be confused with the Council of the European
Union, has played a large role in influencing European cybersecurity. The Council’s main contribution to
cybersecurity is the Convention on Cybercrime, otherwise known as the Budapest Convention. The Convention
was the first international treaty to address Internet and computer crime, dealing particularly with computerrelated fraud, child pornography, and violations of network security. Its main goal, as stated in the preamble, is
to “pursue a common criminal policy aimed at the protection of society against cybercrime, especially by
adopting appropriate legislation and fostering international co-operation.” 36 The Additional Protocol to the
Convention on Cybercrime was later added to the Convention on March 1, 2006. Ratifiers of the additional
protocol are now required to criminalize the online spreading of racist and xenophobic material, as well as threats
and insults motivated by racism or xenophobia.

Current Situation
According to the European Commission, 4,000 ransomware attacks occur in the European Union every day.37
Aside from politically-driven cyberattacks, the ordinary European citizen lives under the threat of ransomware
and other forms of cybercrime. Ransomware indiscriminately affects victims all over the EU and across both
public and private industries. Data breaches also continue to put over 2 billion records related to EU citizens in
jeopardy.38 These statistics display a clear need for cybersecurity reform. This section will analyze the current
cybersecurity systems in the EU as well as the challenges EU countries face in stopping cybercrime and building
their cybersecurity capacities.

Frameworks, Laws, and Institutions
The main European Union institution tasked with providing expertise on cybersecurity is the European Union
Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA), which functions according to both its original 2004
mandate and the EU Cybersecurity Strategy. To achieve cyber resilience, the Strategy establishes minimum
"NATO - News: NATO's flagship cyber exercise begins in Estonia, 28 ...." https://www.nato.int/cps/ic/natohq/news_149233.htm.
"NICP | Objectives and Principles - NATO Industry Cyber Partnership." http://www.nicp.nato.int/objectives-and-principles/.
36
"СЕД № 185 - Council of Europe." https://www.coe.int/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/185.
37
"European Commission - PRESS RELEASES - Press ... - Europa EU." http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-3193_en.htm.
38
"2017, the year when cybercrime hit close to home | Europol." https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/2017-yearwhen-cybercrime-hit-close-to-home.
34
35
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cybersecurity requirement for member states, including maintaining a well-functioning Computer Emergency
Response Team (CERT) and adopting a national cybersecurity strategy.39
The EU Cybersecurity Strategy is supported by the Network and Information Security (NIS) Directive, which
was introduced in 2016 as the first EU-wide cybersecurity legislation. The Directive requires EU countries to
have certain cybersecurity capabilities such as having a national CSIRT and performing regular cybersecurity
exercises. EU countries are also expected to share information and cooperate on implementing the Directive
through fora such as the NIS cooperation group. Lastly, the directive requires EU member states to supervise
and investigate cybersecurity vulnerabilities in critical economic sectors such as the energy, transport, water,
health, and finance sectors.40
Despite the Strategy’s past successes, the German Institute for International and Security Affairs identified five
key problems with legislation that need to be addressed: the EU’s understanding of resilience as a strategy
remains vague, European cybersecurity suffers from institutional fragmentation and a weak financial base,
proposed measures for increased cybersecurity lack legal force, EU-wide criminal laws against cybercrime have
not been established, and the EU has failed to implement policies to deter state and non-state actors from
launching cyberattacks.41

Infrastructure Threats
In the realm of policymaking, “infrastructure” refers to “the networks of independent, man-made systems and
processes that function collaboratively to provide a continuous flow of goods and services for the public.”42
“Critical infrastructure” refers to “services deemed fundamental to the lives and operations of society and whose
disruption could produce significant loss of life, financial cost, or physical damage.”43 Every nation has a different
list of systems that qualify as critical infrastructure but most recognize energy, finance, healthcare, food, water,
transport, and emergency services as critical. Every nation also maintains a varying degree of control over their
critical infrastructure. While some states retain ownership of their critical infrastructure, the majority of critical
infrastructure is privately owned and maintained. These differences are important to note as the different policies
that EU states have towards critical infrastructure make common EU policy towards infrastructure difficult to
develop. This is especially dangerous due to the interdependence of member states’ critical infrastructure; the
2006 failure of the Norwegian Conneforde–Diele 380 kV double power line led to a continent-wide blackout.
This catastrophic event showed the significant interdependence among European electricity transmitters; a small
disruption in a single nation can cascade into a massive failure across the Union.44
A large concern for EU cybersecurity experts is protecting critical infrastructure such as dams, nuclear power
plants, electricity generation plants, transportation systems, and manufacturing facilities from cyberattacks.
Critical infrastructures are often controlled and monitored by software called Industrial Control Systems (ICS),
which automate the process of production and monitoring, making management of infrastructural systems more
"Cyber Security Strategy - EEAS - Europa EU." https://eeas.europa.eu/archives/docs/policies/eu-cybersecurity/cybsec_comm_en.pdf.
40
"NIS Directive — ENISA." https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/critical-information-infrastructures-and-services/cii/nisdirective.
41
"The EU's Revised Cybersecurity Strategy. Half-Hearted Progress on ...." https://www.swpberlin.org/fileadmin/contents/products/comments/2017C47_bdk_etal.pdf.
42
"Good Neighbors Make Good Security: Coordinating EU ... - GLOBSEC." https://www.globsec.org/publications/goodneighbors-make-good-security-coordinating-eu-critical-infrastructure-protection-cyber-threats/.
43
Ibid.
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efficient but also more vulnerable to attack. Due to their bespoke nature, there is a lack of standardized testing
for security flaws.45

Talent Scarcity
In both the NIS Directive and the EU Cybersecurity Strategy, member states are expected to meet certain
minimum security requirements. All European states have achieved these minimum requirements, but the
strength of associated plans and institutions has been called into question because there is a shortage of IT experts
for both the EU and national governments to consult, especially in countries with underdeveloped technology
sectors. Both state and EU cybersecurity agencies compete with the private sector for a scarce supply of IT experts,
but public sector cybersecurity jobs are often not as attractive as those in the private world. This competition
puts cybersecurity agencies at risk of stagnation. Furthermore, the institutional fragmentation of European
cybersecurity agencies compounds the issue; there are many cases in which EU and state agencies overlap in
their mandates, resulting in the already-limited supply of IT experts being employed inefficiently.46 In order to
avoid this problem, there have been calls to centralize cybersecurity responsibility in the European Union. This
would remove redundant state cybersecurity agencies and lessen the strain on the supply of IT experts. However,
many countries feel that this would jeopardize both their national security and corporate economic interests, a
significant barrier to continental cybersecurity integration. Since cooperation often entails sharing sensitive
information, states are hesitant to potentially compromise their national industries through exposing proprietary
data.47

Cyberdeterrence and Aggressive State Actors
As stated previously, the guiding principle of European Union cybersecurity strategy is “resilience.” The precise
definition of resilience has been left somewhat vague by the EU Cybersecurity Strategy, but it roughly implies
that EU countries should focus on making their institutions, infrastructure, and citizens as resistant to
cyberattacks as possible by conducting vulnerability tests and implementing new cybersecurity technologies.
This focus has succeeded in building defenses against hacking, ransomware, and cyberattacks. However, a clear
flaw in this strategy was exposed when European countries were repeatedly afflicted by hacking from Russianaffiliated actors and WannaCry, widely believed to have been engineered by North Korea. 48 Although the
European Union has measures to resist cyberattacks, it lacks the capacity to deter virulent hacking. With this
shortcoming in mind, “cyberdeterrence” was included as a guiding principle in the 2017 update of the EU
Cybersecurity Strategy, aiming to prevent cyberattacks before they occur. Despite this, there has been little effort
to implement the policy of cyberdeterrence. This is largely due to the confusion around how to properly identify
both the perpetrators of cyberattacks and the targets for counter-strikes. Launching a counterattack on an
innocent nation or launching an overly-aggressive counter attack could have severe diplomatic repercussions.49

"Need to 'improve' the cyber security in industrial control systems." https://www.information-age.com/need-improve-cybersecurity-industrial-control-systems-123467076/.
46
"The EU's Revised Cybersecurity Strategy. Half-Hearted Progress on ...." https://www.swpberlin.org/fileadmin/contents/products/comments/2017C47_bdk_etal.pdf.
47
"EUROPP – How coherent is EU cybersecurity policy? - LSE Blogs." 16 Jan. 2018,
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2018/01/16/how-coherent-is-eu-cybersecurity-policy/.
48
"It's Official: North Korea Is Behind WannaCry - WSJ." 18 Dec. 2017, https://www.wsj.com/articles/its-official-north-korea-isbehind-wannacry-1513642537.
49
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Cybercrime and Democracy
When maintaining cybersecurity, ensuring both the safety of citizens and the right to an open internet can be
difficult. This has been an ever-pressing question since the rise of the fake news epidemic, along with significant
evidence that the Russian government launched disinformation campaigns during both the German and French
national elections. Fake news threatens democracy by maliciously persuading voters with false political
information. European leaders have unanimously stated their commitment to eradicate fake news, but a method
to do so has yet to be established. All EU members have signed the Budapest Convention and have thus
committed themselves to prosecuting criminal offences committed in cyberspace; however, there remains
disagreement as to what constitutes a cybercrime. Disinformation concerns itself with the scope of freedom of
expression: when does freedom of speech turn into an attempt to disrupt the democratic process, and when
should it be stopped? Several EU member states have already passed strict liability laws for social media providers
that allow fake news to spread on their platforms, but more needs to be done to clarify what constitutes
disinformation and how it should be addressed.50
The EU has developed a number of measures and initiatives in order to combat the spread of disinformation and
to prevent its interference in the democratic process, working towards involving third-party stakeholders such
as social media platforms and news organizations, as well as the European public.51 The EU has conducted public
consultations with these stakeholders on the best ways to combat fake news and how each stakeholder can be
involved in the process. From this consultation, the EU developed four guiding principles: firstly, the EU and its
member states should work to ensure that media outlets and social media platforms improve their transparency
regarding the way information is produced or sponsored. Next, the EU and its member states should work to
ensure that a diversity of information is available to EU citizens and that the credibility of this information is
certain. Lastly, the EU and its members states should work to include a broad range of stakeholders when
developing solutions to disinformation.52
One of these such solutions was the Code of Practice on Disinformation, a set of guidelines on how online
platforms, social networks, and advertisers should regulate themselves to stop the spread of disinformation. The
Code was created through cooperation with the aforementioned stakeholders, creating a common strategy for
all those involved to follow. 53 However, due to its self-regulatory nature, the instrument depends upon the
goodwill of stakeholders to both follow through on their commitments and develop new solutions to combat
disinformation in their jurisdictions. This has proven to be a problem, particularly for Facebook, which has
implemented their commitments quite slowly. Another problem with the Code of Practice has been the lack of
involvement of smaller online news outlets. With increasing polarization regarding traditional media outlets,
many people have begun to turn to less-conventional online news sources. These smaller news outlets, while
often trying their hardest to produce quality journalism, can often fall prey to spreading fake news, lacking the
resources to properly verify the credibility of stories, and are liable to cultivate more radical political and social
perspectives. To deal with these problems, a balanced approach is needed to provided resources for niche media

"The EU's Revised Cybersecurity Strategy. Half-Hearted Progress on ...." https://www.swpberlin.org/fileadmin/contents/products/comments/2017C47_bdk_etal.pdf.
51
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52
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outlets to conduct quality journalism and ensure larger stakeholders abide by their commitments in the Code of
Practice.
Despite the efforts of the Code, some security experts already consider it outdated. Disinformation and
cybersecurity are rapidly-changing fields, and the EU’s response to them should adapt just as dynamically.
Lawmakers in Europe have been focusing on fighting the tactics seen in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, in
which Russian-backed groups purchased ads on social media.54 The actors who spread fake news have partly
switched to photo-based disinformation and use messaging services like WhatsApp to spread falsehoods. They
also take steps to mask their location, masquerade as local activists, and purchase political ads in countries’ local
currencies to dodge rules against foreign democratic influence. 55 In order for the EU to effectively combat
disinformation, mechanisms must be established in order to ensure that EU anti-disinformation policy keeps
pace with current tactics.

Possible Solutions and Controversies
Supranational Certification
On May 29, 2018, the Council of the European Union released a proposal known as the EU Cybersecurity Act.
The scheme includes the proposed creation of a European cybersecurity certification framework for information
and communications technology goods. This proposed certification framework would act not only as a way to
ensure that all information and communications technology goods meet EU cybersecurity standards, but also as
a way to simplify the cybersecurity certification processes companies must go through in their home countries.
For multinational corporations, several certifications may be required for a single product. Certification at the
EU level could also assist countries with limited IT expertise in certifying the information and communications
technology goods that make up critical infrastructure; however, there are still many questions that need to be
answered before such a framework could be implemented. Firstly, should there be general or sector-specific
cybersecurity guidelines? Since the cybersecurity needs of different products and services vary considerably, it is
difficult to come up with a one-size-fits-all standard. Secondly, it is unclear how, on the international level, the
proposed European cybersecurity certification framework would be integrated with those of other countries.56

Centralized Authority
In addressing the lack of IT experts and facilitating further cooperation between Member States as regards
cybersecurity, there are two routes that delegates can take. The first would be to centralize cybersecurity
responsibility in the hands of the European Union. This could potentially relieve the strain on the supply of IT
experts by having fewer agencies draw on their limited supply. There have been suggestions for ENISA to have
its powers, responsibilities, and funding expanded. If delegates decide to move towards centralization, they could
have ENISA take on an expanded role, perhaps serving as the lead coordinator of state cybersecurity agencies in
the case of a cyberattack. Businesses affected by a cyber or ransomware attack would have only have to consult
with one institution regarding the safety of their cross-border data transfers. However, this solution is
controversial due to the fact that many member states see cybersecurity as something that should remain in the
national realm. There is a reluctance for states to follow EU-wide cybersecurity policies because states with higher
"Why we're losing the battle against fake news - POLITICO Europe." https://www.politico.eu/article/fake-news-regulationmisinformation-europe-us-elections-midterms-bavaria/.
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cybersecurity capacities fear that cooperating and connecting their efforts to states with lower ones could
jeopardize their security in the event of a hack. States with higher cybersecurity capacities will want assurances
that their national security will not be threatened. If pursuing such a solution, delegates must find a balance
between centralizing cybersecurity at the EU level and leaving member states the freedom to determine their
own policies. The second route that delegates could take, simultaneously, would be to make working for state
cybersecurity agencies more appealing to IT professionals. The methods of achieving this are varied, but what is
certain is that EU states should seek to ensure that other countries’ state cybersecurity agencies are made more
attractive as well; a cybersecurity weakness in one state is a weakness for the Union as a whole.

State Deterrence
In meddling and conducting cyberattacks, aggressive states such as Russia often operate on the fringes of outright
violation, taking actions just subtle enough to avoid triggering an EU or NATO response. Although the difficulty
of identifying the origins of attacks remains, EU members should work together with NATO to define a policy
of tiered responses to be proportionally levied against aggressive actors.57 These corresponding actions could
come in the form of further sanctions; however, numerous punitive measures have already been put in place
with little effect on Russian disinformation and interference efforts, calling their effectiveness into question.

Media Strategies
Besides direct state-to-state deterrence, there are local measures that member states can take in order to combat
disinformation and fake news. When it comes to ordinary EU citizens, delegates should work to find a solution
that both increases media literacy and addresses the common gaps in a citizen’s knowledge of media literacy.
Delegates should also work to encourage quality journalism, especially among smaller news outlets. On the other
end of the spectrum, delegates should work to ensure that large social media companies abide by the
commitments they have made to the Code of Practice. However, delegates should be wary of pushing social
media companies too far; this may lead them to indiscriminately censor content in order to comply with EU law.
When it comes to websites and news outlets which feature fake news stories due to their “clickbait” nature,
delegates should work towards finding solutions which disincentivize featuring fake news stories. In connection,
delegates should also seek ways in which to make advertisers avoid placing their advertisements on new outlets
or websites that purvey fake news. 58 Finally and most importantly, delegates should work to counter
disinformation campaigns’ attempts to exploit divisions within society. It is in the exploiting of these divisions
that disinformation divides nations and threatens democracy.

Bloc Positions
High Cybersecurity-Capacity States
The EU’s largest member states, namely France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, are the countries that have
the strongest cybersecurity capacities. Although these states remain dedicated to protecting the European Union
and the Digital Single Market, they place a strong emphasis on national sovereignty, often asserting their right
to set their own cybersecurity policies. They are also often reluctant to cede power to EU institutions and hesitant
to share information on their governmental and industrial cybersecurity operations. For example, a key focus of
"EU–NATO Cybersecurity and Defense Cooperation: From Common ...." 15 Dec. 2017, http://www.gmfus.org/publications/eunato-cybersecurity-and-defense-cooperation-common-threats-common-solutions.
58
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France’s cybersecurity strategy is to make digital security a competitive advantage for French businesses.59 As
well, high cybersecurity-capacity nations have taken strong action against fake news and disinformation, putting
laws in place holding online platforms and advertisers responsible for falsehoods spread on their platforms; they
will advocate for harsher measures in fighting fake news.

Low Cybersecurity-Capacity States
Nations with a lower cybersecurity capacity, such as Slovenia, Hungary, and Bulgaria, face problems concerning
the acquisition of IT expertise and general resources needed to be adequately secure. These nations advocate for
greater cooperation between EU countries and other international bodies in sharing cybersecurity expertise and
resources. They are also less opposed to ceding some power to an EU agency in the realm of cybersecurity. In the
fight against disinformation, their views remain mixed: some states threatened by Russia have called for harsh
measures, while other nations have called for leniency due to the possibility of infringing upon free speech.

Russian-Threatened States
In most Eastern European and Nordic countries, there remains grave concern over the threat of Russian hacking
and interference. Six countries—Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, the United Kingdom, and Denmark—which
have been at the forefront of Russian hacking and meddling are now are at the epicentre of the European response
to its aggression. These states will advocate for a stronger stance against Russia and will want to have harsher
responses be implemented in the case of a Russian cybersecurity attack or Russian meddling in European
elections.60

Discussion Questions
1.

What are the current and past cybersecurity initiatives or agencies that your country implemented?

2.

What are the ways in which disinformation campaigns seek to exploit divisions in societies and how can
this be countered?

3.

What are the current problems and failings of European Union cybersecurity strategy and policy?

4.

What are the cybersecurity weaknesses in critical infrastructure and how can they be remedied?

5.

How can delegates ensure that countries with low cybersecurity capacities are able to access IT experts?

6.

Should more power be vested in the European Union to handle and deal with cybersecurity? If yes, how?

7.

What are the ways in which disinformation and fake news spreads and how can it be countered?

8.

What are appropriate responses to cyberattacks from aggressive state and non-state actors?

9.

How can the European Union work together with international organizations such as the UN and
NATO to strengthen cybersecurity?

"Cyber security - France Diplomatie." https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/french-foreign-policy/defence-security/cybersecurity/.
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Additional Resources
European Union Cybersecurity Strategy:
https://eeas.europa.eu/archives/docs/policies/eu-cyber-security/cybsec_comm_en.pdf
High-Level Report on Fake News and Online Disinformation:
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/final-report-high-level-expert-group-fake-news-andonline-disinformation
Code of Practice on Disinformation:
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/code-practice-disinformation
How to Combat Fake News and Disinformation (Brookings Institution):
https://www.brookings.edu/research/how-to-combat-fake-news-and-disinformation/
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European Elections
Overview
The European Parliament was created in 1979 as the legislative body of the European Union. Presently composed
of 751 members, the Parliament works in conjunction with the Council of the European Union and the European
Commission. The European Parliament has numerous functions as an institution of the Union. Among others,
these include voting and amending legislative texts proposed by the European Commission, reviewing and
approving annual Union budgets, supervising other Union institutions, and confirming the President of the
European Commission. The conception of the European Parliament came to fruition in 1979 when Members of
European Parliament (MEPs) were directly elected for the first time—their democratic accountability
distinguishes it from other EU institutions. Since then, the parliamentary assembly has held elections every five
years to elect designate new MEPs. The election of MEPs differs from country to country, but there are certain
regulations by which all member countries must abide. The number of MEPs representing each state is
determined by the country’s population. Although the European Parliament is the only directly-elected
institution of the EU, its voter turnout has historically been low—a mere 42.5 percent of electors voted most
recently in 2014.61 Moreover, the Parliament’s elections have been criticized for their imbalanced representation
and the flawed Spitzenkandidat process for appointing the European Commission President.
The parliament consists of 751 members, most of whom belong to one of 8 political parliamentary groups. These
groups largely correspond to European political parties (Europarties), though some groups comprise coalitions
of various European or national organizations. Currently, only 14 MEPs, known as “non-inscrits,” are not
affiliated with a parliamentary group. Since MEPs are elected to represent national or subnational constituencies,
Europarties typically count a pan-European membership; in order to gain recognition as a parliamentary group,
a party must have at least 25 MEPs from at least 7 different member states. Europarties receive funding from the
European Union and enjoy certain other privileges, notably participation in the Spitzenkandidat process,
through which—based on their popular support—they are able to influence the selection of the President of the
European Commission.
The next European elections will be held in May 2019 to elect a new slate of MEPs to sit until 2024, having
enormous bearing on the continent’s future. Delegates must be informed about the functions of the European
Parliament, European Commission, and the Council of the European Union, as well as other key European
institutions, in order to fully understand and address this topic. Crucially, any effective solution must necessarily
take into account the many facets of this issue while also considering the interests of various member states, their
governments, and their people.

Timeline
July 23, 1952 — The Treaty of Paris establishes the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the industryoriented supranational predecessor of the modern European Union.
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September 10, 1952 — The 78-member consultative Common Assembly of the ECSC (predecessor of the
European Parliament) meets for the first time in Strasbourg. The members of the Common Assembly were
national MPs designated by their legislatures to represent their countries.
March 19, 1958 — The first meeting of the European Parliamentary Assembly takes place. Members are affiliated
with political beliefs and not with their respective nations for the first time.
March 1962 — The European Parliamentary Assembly restyles itself the European Parliament, a name later
officially sanctioned in 1987.
January 14, 1975 — The Patjin Report is drafted, serving as the basis for the 1979 European elections. Created
by Dutch politician Schelto Patijn, it introduced the idea of universal pan-European suffrage for the European
Parliament.
June 7–10, 1979 — The first direct elections for the Members of European Parliament are held.
July 17, 1979 — Former French health minister Simone Veil is elected as the first President of the European
Parliament.
June 14–17, 1984 — The second European parliamentary elections are held. Subsequent elections are held every
five years.
June 29, 1987 — Then-Parliament President Lord Plumb becomes the first to address the leaders of different
member states at a European Economic Community (EEC) summit.
December 7, 2000 — The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, created by the European
Convention, is officially proclaimed by the European Parliament.
January 19, 2008 — The European Parliament begins to webstream its meetings for increased transparency.
April 1, 2012 — The European Citizens’ Initiative is ratified, giving the citizens the power to petition the
European Commission to initiate a legislative proposal.
June 23, 2016 — The UK holds a referendum on its membership in the EU, voting with 51.9 percent support to
withdraw.
May 23–26, 2019 — The next European Parliament elections are to be held.

Historical Analysis
The European Parliament emerged from the Common Assembly of the European Coal and Steel Community
(ECSC). Originally serving solely as a consultative body comprising national parliamentarians from the group’s
six members, the Common Assembly later morphed into a full legislative body with direct elections. In 1957, the
European Economic Community (EEC) and the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) were
established by the Treaty of Rome, tasked respectively with customs and tariff integration and nuclear power
cooperation. These new creatures being significantly less powerful, they were integrated into the existing
Community framework—including the Common Assembly.
On March 19, 1958, the Common Assembly, now the legislature for all three Communities, became the
“European Parliamentary Assembly.” In May of that same year, it underwent the drastic shift that would form
the basis for the contemporary European Parliament, rearranging itself to sit by political ideology rather than
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nationality. Known individually in its members various languages, the body decided in 1962 to harmonize its
name as the “European Parliament,” a designation later enshrined by the Single European Act of 1986.
These first Members of the European Parliament were representatives from each member state, appointed by the
national parliaments of their respective nations. As time progressed, the Paris Summit in December 1974
introduced the idea of direct parliamentary elections, deciding that they should be introduced either during or
after 1978. This idea was finalized in the Act concerning the election of the representatives of the European
Parliament by direct universal suffrage on September 20, 1976 in Brussels. In 1979, the first direct elections for
the European Parliament were held. Then, almost 62 percent of the EU population at the time participated;
however, turnout has since steadily declined each year—one of the major issues which must be addressed.62
While the topic itself is mainly focused on elections of the European Parliament, it is important to understand
the roles and functions of other institutions of the European Union as well. The Parliament works in conjunction
with Council of the European Union and the European Commission, together holding collective legislative
agency. In the ordinary legislative procedure, through which regulations and directives are adopted, legislation
is drafted by the Commission in the form of a legislative proposal. This proposal is then submitted to both the
Parliament and the Council, each of which must formulate its own position on the draft. If both are in agreement,
the text is adopted immediately; if not, the draft may be returned to the other body for reconsideration. When
amendments are made, the draft is returned to the Commission, which may disapprove them; if disapproved,
the amended draft requires a unanimous Council vote. If approval is not secured through this process, the
Conciliation Committee is convened to redraft a joint text to be represented to both organs. Previously known
as the “codecision procedure,” the key aspect of this process is the adoption of an identical text by each body; in
this way, the Parliament and the Council can be considered chambers of a bicameral legislature.
Originally, the Council retained strong legislative superiority; however, over the years, power has been relatively
equalized between two. Nevertheless, despite their equal footing when it comes to approving typical legislation,
each retains certain unique prerogatives in the legislative sphere. The Parliament, for example, in addition to its
treaty ratification powers, has the right of initiative in amending a treaty and convening a convention for such
purpose. Most notable of the Parliament’s exclusive powers, is its ability to appoint and censure the executive.
As enshrined in the Lisbon Treaty, the Commission President must be chosen “in accordance with the results of
the European elections,” requiring the Parliament’s approval. As well, the body may, with a two-thirds majority,
pass a motion of censure (vote of no confidence), which triggers the resignation of the members of the
Commission, forcing the replacement of the executive.
The European Parliament has gone through several iterations over the decades, altering mainly its size and
powers. On January 1, 1973, Denmark, Ireland, and the United Kingdom joined the joined the Communities
and increased the number of total seats in the European Parliament to 198 before the first elections in 1979. Prior
to the second elections in 1984, Greece was admitted in 1981 and granted 24 seats. The 1986 arrivals of Portugal
and Spain once again expanded the number of seats to 518, and German reunification in 1990 raised the count
to 567. During this time, seats were assigned based primarily on a member state’s population, although tempered
by political considerations. France, for example, demanded equal representation to Germany despite having a
smaller population. As more and more states joined the Union, the Parliament’s size continued to balloon; in
1995, membership reached 626 MEPs and the Treaty of Amsterdam imposed a cap of 700. In 2003, however, the
Treaty of Nice pushed this to 732. In 2007, the Parliament’s size peaked as Romania and Bulgaria joined the EU,
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bringing the enlarged total to 785 members. Having been allowed to take their allotted seats before the 2009
elections, the total thereafter decreased to 736.63
Later that same year, the Treaty of Lisbon radically altered the apportionment of seats in the Parliament. In
addition to expanding the ordinary legislative (codecision) procedure, the agreement set out a procedure for
altering the number of parliamentary seats, rather than defining a fixed number per nation, as had been done
previously. The Council, on the initiative and with the consent of the Parliament, could decide the specific
number of MEPs for each member state, though a maximum number of 751 seats was cemented. More
importantly, however, the accord enshrined the principle of degressive proportionality—that smaller nations
should be allocated more seats than they are entitled to on the basis of population. In the fixed-member
application of the Parliament, this also meant that larger nations would be underrepresented compared to their
populations. On this basis, the minimum number of seats was set at 6 and the maximum number at 96, affecting
Malta and Germany respectively.
There are a number of treaties and amendments that helped grow the power of the European Parliament. The
first was the Treaty of Luxembourg, signed in 1970, which gave the Parliament financial power through a required
sign-off on “non-compulsory expenditure” and approval of annual budgets. 64 The second was the Single
European Act in 1987, which amended the Treaty of Rome and introduced the now-defunct “assent” and
“cooperation” decision procedures, expanding the Parliament’s legislative powers at the time.65 Next, the 1993
Maastricht Treaty defined the codecision procedure and granted the Parliament the right to request legislative
proposals from the Commission.66 In 1999, the Treaty of Amsterdam expanded the application of the codecision
procedure and required the Commission President to be approved by the Parliament.67 Most recently, the 2009
Treaty of Lisbon enshrined the right of the Parliament to appoint the Commission President on the basis of a
proposal from the Council taking into account the results of the European elections and increased the
Parliament’s legislative parity with the Council in areas like agriculture and security.68

Current Situation
In order to understand the importance of this topic, its impacts must also be appreciated. Since the latter part of
the 20th century, Europe has seen a form of unification, a process accompanied by the development of institutions
such as the European Parliament. Unfortunately, European elections are viewed largely as being of low
importance; they do not directly determine the highly-visible executive leadership of a nation-state. Instead, they
determine the direction of a supranational institution far from the fore of most Europeans’ minds. Although
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MEPs do, in fact, hold great sway over the actions of the EU, a lack of awareness, perceived unfairness, and other
detrimental factors have marred the legitimacy of European elections.

Degressive Proportionality
Article 10 of the Maastricht Treaty affirms that the role of the European Parliament is to explicitly represent the
people; unfortunately, many believe that the European Parliament is innately unequal in its representation. The
number of seats each member state has in the Parliament is determined principally, by its population, but the
Treaty of Lisbon introduced upper and lower bounds for degressive proportionality; a state must be represented
by at least 6 and no more than 96 MEPs. This inequality in representation has been criticized by countries
negatively affected such as Germany, which resents its underrepresentation despite being the largest member
state. In its criticism of the Treaty of Lisbon, the German Federal Constitutional Court asserted that there was
severe underrepresentation; a German MEP represents 12 times as many Europeans as a Maltese MEP.
The European Parliament today is extremely malapportioned, particularly when compared internationally; 14%
of seats are incorrectly allocated compared to an average of 4% in lower chambers globally. To put this problem
into perspective, there are currently roughly 77,000 Maltese per MEP compared to more than 860,000 Germans.
However, with a system based on equal individual voting power, Malta would not even be entitled to one seat,
its population of 460,000 falling below the average of 670,000 people per MEP. This seemingly-intractable issue
is widely considered the biggest problem in the “directly representative” European Parliament.69
Moreover, with the finalization of Brexit in 2019, the number of MEPs will be reduced from 751 to 705, and 27
of the United Kingdom’s former 73 seats will be redistributed.70 Under the agreed-upon proposal, a significant
fraction of these will be reapportioned to smaller nations, including Croatia, Ireland, and Bulgaria, serving to
increase apparent equality among member states. In stark contrast, Germany, the most grossly underrepresented
state, will receive no extra seats in 2019. Thus, this plan only appears to further the idea of inequitable degressively
proportional representation in the European Parliament. On the other hand, some argue that the current state
of representation in the Parliament is effective in manifesting the equality of states alongside that of individual
votes, allowing smaller nations which may otherwise go unheard to retain a voice in the proceedings of the Union.
While it is clear that either extreme is undesirable, a balance must be struck between the two approaches allowing
for a body accepted by and legitimized in the eyes of European citizens.

Voter Turnout
There has been a continuous decline in voter turnout during the European Parliament elections since 1984. At
that time, 58.98% of the EU population voted; in 2014, however, voter turnout was more than 16 points lower at
only 42.61%.71 In the most recent polls, the state with the highest voter turnout was Belgium, with 89.64% of its
population voting; on the other side of the spectrum, Slovakia had a 13.05% voter turnout rate.72 Although these
represent two extremes, most other member states had voter turnouts between 35% and 45%.
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Voter turnout in European elections, 1979–2014.73

Numerous factors contribute to the decline of voter turnout in the EU; mainly disillusionment with inaccurate
representation and disinterest or disinformation. Disinterest and disinformation, especially, work hand-in-hand
to breed a feeling of apathy surrounding European elections. Poor media coverage leads to fewer people knowing
or staying informed about EU politics and the affairs of the Parliament. As such, many citizens are simply
unaware of the responsibilities and powers of their representative. Moreover, the lack of engagement is also
rooted in the comparative lack of power vested in the Parliament has. Having no right of legislative initiative,
meaning that it cannot independently introduce new legislation, the Parliament has only powers to amend or
reject bills. In comparison to virtually all national legislatures, particularly the lower houses of such, the
Parliament may appear an ineffectual or worthless institution. Viewing the Parliament as largely insignificant,
many people feel no compulsion to vote, considering it an empty exercise. As well, the political stagnancy of the
Parliament only furthers this notion; a grand coalition of the European People’s Party (EPP) and the Party of
European Socialists (PES) has held a majority for most of the institution’s history. It is certain that the perceived
lack of impact, alongside concerns over representation, have severely depressed voter turnout, calling into
question the democratic legitimacy of the Parliament’s future.

Spitzenkandidat Process
The Spitzenkandidat (German for “lead candidate”) process is a method of supposedly providing democratic
accountability in the selection of the head of the Union’s executive, the Commission President. A recent initiative
introduced for the 2014 European elections, after which Jean-Claude Juncker was appointed as Commission
President, Spitzenkandidat is championed by its proponents as a means to “place the selection process in the
hands of the people.” To understand the significance of this procedure, its initiating history must also be
understood. Spitzenkandidat arises from the ambiguity of the Lisbon Treaty, which states that the Commission
President must be chosen “in accordance with the results of the European elections.” Because of the vague
phrasing, “in accordance with,” there is no formal mechanism by which the results of the European elections
affect the selection of the Commission President.74 Thus, Spitzenkandidat is not enshrined in any legislation,
Ibid.
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being solely an informal compact among various Europarties, the European Council, and the European
Parliament.
The Maastricht Treaty does, however, detail the specific process for the appointment of a Commission President.
The Council must nominate a candidate, who must then be approved by the Parliament in order to be
inaugurated. If the Parliament rejects a candidate, the Council must propose another until consensus is reached.
When choosing to nominate a candidate, the Council uses qualified majority voting—at least 16 member states
representing at least 65 percent of the total EU population must vote in favour. The Parliament then approves
the candidate with a simple majority—if every MEP was present, 376 would need to vote in favour. 75 The
Spitzenkandidat process allows the Europarty with the most seats in the Parliament to effectively dictate the
candidate selected; through informal discussions, the Council will agree to propose the agreed-upon individual,
who will then, having the majority backing of the Parliament, be approved and appointed.
While this may seem an efficient solution to a convoluted selection system, it has the effect of placing the choice
of Commission President in the hands of one or two large, established Europarties, as well as politicizing the
neutral figurehead of the EU’s executive. Although simply having a political parliamentary group dictate the
Council’s nominee avoids the hurdle of rejection in the Parliament, it perhaps jeopardizes the Council’s duty to
nominate the candidate it deems most fit, not necessarily one championed by the Parliament. As well,
Spitzenkandidat implicitly makes the Commission President a political figure, having been selected by the
politically-motivated Parliament and not the officially-neutral Council. Moreover, previously-discussed issues
with the legitimacy of the Parliament’s representation raise questions as to whether Spitzenkandidat truly fulfils
the requirement of a candidate who reflects the results of European elections.
Instead, individuals like French President Emmanuel Macron argue that the Commission President should be
elected by the Parliament whilst accounting for geographic and demographic balance.76 Czech Prime Minister,
Andrej Babiš, said “Who should decide about the chief of the Commission? All member states, not somebody
saying ‘ah, this is our Spitzenkandidat.’”77 Another argument against the process is that it prevents other suitable
candidates from being considered if they are not their party’s first nominee. While enormously controversial,
the Spitzenkandidat process is a convenient solution to a complex conundrum. If it is to be replaced, an
alternative must be found that balances both the desire for democratic representation and the vested
responsibilities of the Council.

Political Representation
While degressive proportionality considers the equalities of states and citizens, another factor of representation
arises: that of political parties and groups. There are currently eight Europarties in the Parliament, with the three
largest being the European People’s Party (EPP), the Progressive Alliance of Socialist and Democrats (S&D), and
the European Conservatives and Reformists (ECR), holding 217, 190, and 74 seats respectively. Each group
includes MEPs from member states across the Union, reflecting the diversity a truly pan-European legislature.
Currently, the European Parliament uses various systems of proportional representation; each member state is
entitled to determine its own method within the confines of a “proportionally representative” scheme. The vast
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majority of states, however, use party-list proportional representation, a system in which parties receive a
number of seats proportional to their vote share, and may then assign those to candidates from a list, which has
either been decided solely by the party (closed list) or involved voter input (open list). Most EU nations have a
single constituency covering their entire state, but some—Belgium, France, Ireland, Malta, and the United
Kingdom—are subdivided into several smaller electoral districts.
With the United Kingdom officially withdrawing from the European Union on March 29, 2019, the 27 of the
UK’s 73 seats will retained and distributed among the remaining member states.78 The predicted distribution
will see France, Spain, Italy, Estonia, and other member states obtain more seats in the Parliament. However, this
will also have the effect of shifting the balance of political power. As the nations gaining seats more heavily favour
the EPP, this arrangement is expected to result in the EPP gaining seats at the expense of the S&D and ECR.
Through this example, the importance of considering political representation is clearly demonstrated.
In July 2018, several amendments were made to EU electoral law following the assent of the Parliament. Notably,
these included endorsing Internet voting, introducing provisions to allow citizens residing outside the EU to
vote, toughening penalties for double voting, and allowing logos of Europarties to be placed beside those of
national ones on electoral ballots. As well, the Parliament mandated that, in constituencies with more than 35
seats, the vote threshold required for a party to be entitled to representation must fall within a 2–5% range. Thus,
any party which garners 5% of the vote will be entitled to at least one seat in the Parliament.79 Bearing in mind
the continually-evolving nature of European politics, the Parliament itself must keep pace with the public to
ensure that fair and accurate political representation is upheld in the very heart of the Union’s democracy.

Possible Solutions and Controversies
There are a myriad of problems surrounding European elections that impugn their legitimacy and validity,
requiring careful consideration to effectively resolve. Solutions must principally reform the skewed
representation in the Parliament, reverse declining voter turnout, and revise the selection process for the
powerful Commission President. Note that those presented are only a small fraction of the immense possibilities
available; delegates are encouraged to research alternatives best suited to their own nations and interests.

Equal Voting Power
From a democratic perspective, every European’s vote should have the same weight; a German citizen’s ballot
should count equally as much as a Maltese citizen’s. While this is fundamentally equal, the problem then becomes
the vastly disparate representations countries would have. With direct population-based representation,
Germany, would have 120 of 751, comprising 16% of the EU’s population. In contrast, Malta, home to a mere
0.09%, would have just 1 seat. While this method is a perfect representation of European citizens, it gives littleto-no power to smaller member states like Malta, Luxembourg, Cyprus, and Estonia, as they would not have
enough political power to advocate for change. This solution would most likely see the redistribution of seats
away from smaller nations to larger ones, as well as the abolition of minimum and maximum thresholds.
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Degressive Proportionality
The second and current method of representation is based on equal representation by population, but where
large member states have a cap on their number of MEPs and small member states have a minimum guaranteed.
Currently, Germany is limited to 96 MEPs, France to 74, and Italy to 73.80 Less populous member states, however,
such as Luxembourg, Cyprus, and Malta, have a minimum of 6 seats. While this method does take into
consideration representation and equality between member states, it significantly skews the influence of each
vote. The votes of citizens in less-populous countries are worth many times more than those of citizens in morepopulous states. The principal benefit to this method is its more equitable representation of all states, allowing
them to advocate for change and have their voices heard. Nevertheless, it is also worth noting that the Council
of the European Union, which must also approve all legislation passed by the Parliament, provides equal
representation for each member state. In a possible solution, degressive proportionality could be deepened,
redistributing more seats away from larger nations to smaller ones; alternatively, the status quo could be
maintained.

Transnational Lists
In order to balance the representation of Europarties along with that of states and citizens, the idea of
transnational party lists has been floated, championed especially by French President Emmanuel Macron. With
the removal of 46 seats and reallocation of 27 others following the United Kingdom’s March 2019 withdrawal,
the creation of a new pan-European class of MEPs representing an at-large constituency has been put forth as an
idea to reinvigorate public engagement and further democratic representation.81 This proposal has, however,
been criticized for its perceived disconnect between voters and their representatives (who would represent all
European citizens), as well as its potential to favour more populous member states, having the ability to outvote
directly their smaller counterparts. Nevertheless, the possibility of proportional political representation at the
Union level is a key concept which may prove successful in alleviating difficulties that have delegitimize the
Parliament.

New Voting Methods
One possible solution to address the issue of dwindling voter participation would be to expand the methods by
which citizens can vote. Allowing comprehensive online voting, for example, or other means simplifying the
voting process, could encourage more Europeans to participate in the elections, lending them more democratic
legitimacy and fostering a greater appreciation of the Union and its institutions. Countries may specifically wish
to direct initiatives toward their citizens residing outside the EU, as well as to streamline and clarify voting
processes for citizens residing in an EU nation other than that of their citizenship. To guarantee this, however,
solutions must be proposed to avoid “double voting,” whereby an EU citizen votes multiple times, each in a
different state. Regardless of the approach taken, measures must be adopted to foster renewed engagement.

Increased Media Coverage
Another reform that should be considered is the introduction of EU-wide social media campaigns and the
promotion of political parties and the elections in general popular media. One cause of decreased voter turnout
is a lack of information and political will, both of which can be correlated to the lack of media coverage of
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European elections in member states. Recently, on July 11, 2018, the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) signed
an agreement that would increase the amount of coverage through a televised Eurovision Debate with the leading
candidates in each region.82 Despite this, however, further action can be taken to improve public engagement
with EU politics and promote citizen participation. With more coverage and awareness, citizens will become
more informed, more invested, and more inclined to vote.

Lowered Voting Age
Currently, there are numerous youth political organizations across Europe, including the Youth of the European
People’s Party, the Democratic Youth Community of Europe, and Young Democrats for Europe. While some
young adults are not inclined to participate in elections, there remains substantial youth interest in politics.
Lowering the European elections voting age to 16 or 17 would increase political participation both immediately
and in the long run, as more habitual voters would be developed. This would also mean that the election results
will be more representative of the population. In places such as Austria, where the voting age is 16, voter turnout
regularly exceeds 70%, and in Malta, where the voting age is also 16, voter turnout for the 2014 European
elections was 74.80%, among the highest in the EU.83 84 Although this does not establish a causal relationship
between a lower voting age and higher turnout, there certainly a correlation that deserves to be explored.

Spitzenkandidat Formalization
As much of the current controversy surrounding Spitzenkandidat is caused by unclear language in the Treaty of
Lisbon, a possible solution would be to change the wording of the accord so that it holds a clear and explicit
selection process for the President of the European Commission. Unfortunately, countries disagree on the best
way to elect—or even nominate—a candidate, making this process a challenging and arduous one. If
accomplished, however, it would be enormously beneficial, preserving democratic ideals and guaranteeing
stability in the appointment of one of the Union’s most powerful figures. Though not without significant hurdles,
the definition in legislation of a formal selection process could be crucial in restoring validity to a key democratic
exercise.

Bloc Positions
States Supporting Degressive Proportionality
Many member states support the status quo of degressive proportionality in the European Parliament. Under
this system, smaller nations are guaranteed sufficient representation to have their voices heard in the Parliament,
while larger nations cede some of their seats in support of this equality. States currently benefitting from the
minimum allocation, specifically Malta, Luxembourg, Estonia, and Cyprus, alongside other nations with few
MEPs, including Slovenia, Latvia, Lithuania, Ireland, and Croatia, accordingly favour the current system. Wary
of being excluded by virtue of inadequate representation in a Parliament based fully on proportional
representation by population, these states will fight to maintain their voice in the Parliament and the Union.
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States Opposing Degressive Proportionality
Currently, voters from smaller member-states are very overrepresented; thus, larger, more populous countries
have argued against this disadvantageous election process. These nations follow the maxim of “one citizen, one
vote” where a nation’s seats in parliament should be directly proportional to its population. The most outspoken
nation against the currently degressively proportional European Parliament has been Germany. On June 30,
2009, Germany’s Federal Constitutional Court discussed the new Treaty of Lisbon, subsequently concluding that
the election process of the “does not take due account of equality.”85 This argument is made on the basis that the
voting power of citizens in smaller countries is disproportionately larger than that of citizens in more populous
states. Seeking to correct this inequality of citizens and gain more power for themselves, major nations like
Germany, Italy, and France oppose degressive proportionality in the European Parliament.

States Supporting Spitzenkandidat
Since the Spitzenkandidat process was not explicitly outlined in the Treaty of Lisbon, but rather informally
interpreted, the reactions around the 2014 selection of the President of the European Commission have been
mixed. Those supporting the Spitzenkandidat process have relied on the basis that it is much more democratic,
giving the people the power to influence the selection and providing transparency in the nomination process.
There are also personal incentives that influence some politicians to support the process, as losing lead candidates
are often awarded consolation positions, such as that of the High Representative. Among others, the main
member states in support of continuing and officially adopting Spitzenkandidat are Luxembourg, Slovakia, and
Netherlands.

States Opposing Spitzenkandidat
On the other side of the argument, some countries argue that Spitzenkandidat is not necessarily beneficial to the
EU; they assert that the process should not be “automatic” and determined by whichever party wins the most
seats. These countries include France and Germany; both Emmanuel Macron and Angela Merkel have both
stated that the automaticity is not the best process for nomination.86 Joining them in opposition, Denmark and
Lithuania have also criticized the process for various reasons. Regarding the officiality of Spitzenkandidat, it is
important to note that a majority of Council leaders have agreed that the Spitzenkandidat process should not be
established as a formal selection procedure. Opposing Spitzenkandidat largely due to its partisan and restrictive
nature, these nations wish to see either a more open, directly democratic process, or one more closely entrusted
to the member states through the Council alone.

Discussion Questions
1.

What are the roles and goals of the European Parliament, Council of the European Union, and the
European Commission? How are they interrelated?

2.

What are the main issues surrounding the current form of representation in the EU?

3.

What are other possible forms of representation? What are the benefits and detriments they bring?

Nicolas Veron, and Anish Tailor. "How Unequal Is the European Parliament's Representation?" Bruegel, May 19, 2014,
http://bruegel.org/2014/05/how-unequal-is-the-european-parliaments-representation/.
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Simon Taylor, "Why 'Spitzenkandidat' Is Probably Here to Stay," EUobserver, October 17th, 2018,
https://euobserver.com/institutional/143124.
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4.

Why are citizens currently disinclined to vote?

5.

Who are supporters and who are critics of the Spitzenkandidat process?

6.

Should the President of the European Commission be determined principally by the Parliament, by the
Council, or by the people themselves?

7.

Does the Parliament currently provide effective representation for political groups? If not, how could
this be improved?

Additional Resources
European Elections 2014 Post-Election Survey:
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/pdf/eurobarometre/2014/post/post_ee2014_sociodemographic_annex_en.pdf
Degressive Proportionality in the European Parliament:
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.07471.pdf
Official Journal of the European Union:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=OJ:C:2007:306:TOC
Historical Background of the European Parliament:
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/fiches_techniques/2017/N50148/04A_FT(2017)N50148_EN.p
df
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